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To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, JoHN A. MILLER, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident
of Homewood, in the county of Cook, State

of Illinois, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Pleasure-Railway
Structures, of which the following is a spe

cification.
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beam 16 securely bolted thereto. Set on edge
on these crossbeams and securely bolted 55
thereto are sleepers 17, ties 18 being sus
pended at intervals from such sleepers for
supporting the rail structures. The rail
structures or beams comprise the lower beam 60.
19 and the upper beam 20 securely bolted to
gether and to the ties. These beams.may be
solid timbers or built up of smaller timbers

My invention relates to pleasure railway
structures and particularly to improved con or boards as desired. Secured on top of the
struction which will make riding more sen beams 20 are the flat rails 21 on which the
sational but which at the same time will vehicle wheels ride. The top beams 20 over
make such ridingentirely safe.

65

hang the lower beams 19 at their inner sides

15

20

Heretofore veitical curves on pleasure to providé under rail surface 22. Anglebar

railway structures have been limited on
account of centrifugal force, the curves be
ing
limitscentrifugal
which will force
per
mit confined
gravity towithin
overcome
sufficiently to keep the cars on the rails and

23 is secured around the inner lower corner

of the beam 20 to provide rail facings for

safety
rollers . which
will be presently de
scribed.
. .

Secured against the inder sides of the
the
passengers
in
their
seats.
More
abrupt
vehicle
beams, 7 and extending longitudi
vertical curves will be more sensational as
nally are the supporting boards 24 for sup
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it will give the Pig the feeling of be- . E. the bearing brackets 25. These 75
ing lifted off o theirs seats- as the cars take . ' rackets are preferably in the form of cast
the incline. The object of my... invention ings and each provide an upper space 26 for
25 is therefore to provide improved safety : accommodating a horizontal guard roller
means in the track and car construction
wheel 27, and a lower section 28 for sup 80
which will efficiently hold the cars to the or
porting
a vertical guard roller or wheel 29.
rails laterally and vertically when the car is . he roller
or wheel 27 is journaled on a
traveling
over
abrupt
inclines.
.
.
.
shaft.30
secured
in the frame, and the verti
80
My
improved
construction
is
clearly
cal
roller
or
wheel
is journaled on a shaft:
showns on the accompanying, drawing in 31, which extends through
the lower section.
which
28. The shaft is threaded to receive nuts 85 .
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a car 32 which engage against the inner sides of
and
supporting track structure. (:
the section 28 to hold the shaft in horizontal
35
Fig.2 is a sectional view on plane 2-2, adjustment, so that the vertical roller 29
will be in proper position for engaging with
Fig.ig.1, 3andis a sectional view on plane 3-3, the
under AE the angle ES WE 90
Fig. 2.
the car is on the track the roller 29 traves.
The body of the car shown 'comprises side under this angle bar while the horizontal
40 beams 5 and 6 connected together by cross roller 27 travels along the side of the verti
beams 7 and the front and the rear end cal flange of the angle bar. The horizontal
walls 8 and 9. Engaging the top of the side and vertical guard rollers coöperate to hold .95
beams and extending laterally therefrom the vehicle at all times in position to keep
are the running E. 10 and 11. The body its wheels on the rails 21, the horizontal
45 also supports a number of seats S and a rollers preventing side displacement and the
dashboard structure D. Any number of
rollers preventing vertical displace 00
seats may be provided. At the opposite vertical
ment.
The
vehicle is thus held to the rails
sides of the carbody are front and rear wheel under all conditions
even where the vertical
journal
frames
12
and
13,
in
which
are
jour
inclines
are
very
abrupt.
Absolute safety
50 inaled the vehicle supporting wheels 14.
is thus assured while riding is made very
The track supporting structure, shown sensational.
comprises the upright beams or pillars 15 I do not desire to be limited to the exact
rat

connected together near their tops by across construction and arrangement shown and
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oil said Velicle for engaging with
described as modifications are possible which journale
under l'ail surface to prevent vertical
will still come within the scope of the in sail
displacement of said vellicle froi said rail
vention.
beams.
I claim as follows:
1. In a pleasure railway systein), the coin 4. In ill pleasure railway systei, the coln
of rail beans, a vehicle having stip
bination of a supporting structure, track bination
porting
wheels
for engaging along the tops
beams Inounted on said structure, a vehicle of said beans, abutments
said vehicle for
having supporting whecls engaging said engaging with the inner onsides
of said rail
trackbeams, frames secured to the under side bears to prevent lateral displacement
of the
of said vehicle, a horizontal and a vertical vehicle, and other abutments on said vehicle
roller journaled in each frane, said hori for engaging with the under sides of said
zontal rollers engaging with the inner sides rail beams to prevent vertical displacement
of said beams and said vertical rollers en of
gaging with the under side of said beams, 5.theInvehicle.
railway systein, the com
said horizontal and vertical rollers serving binationaofpleasure
rail
beams
constructed of wood,
to Flyn horizontal and vertical displace flat rails secured on the
top side of said
ent of said supporting wheels from said beams, a vehicle having track
wheels for
track beams.
on said flat rails, said rail beams
2. In a pleasure railway system, the cont running
having their inner portion overhanging a

23

30

lination of parallel supporting beans, track
leans secured on said supporting beams and
velihanging the inner sides thereof, a vehi
tle having supporting wheels for engaging
the said track beans, bearing frames se
cured to said vehicle at the sides thereof, a
horizontal roller and a vertical roller jour
naled in each frame, said horizontal and

V

to form metallic facings for said under and
side rail surfaces, and safety rollers jour
naled on said vehicle for engaging respec

y

60
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tively with the inner and under sides of said

In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe
of July, A, D, 1919.
against lateral displacement, said track my name this 18th day
JOHN
A. MILLER.
beams having under rail surface, and rollers

sides of said rail beams to hold the vehicle

S5

distance to form under rail and inner rail

surfaces, angle beams secured at the lower
inner corners of said overhanging portion

angle beam to prevent lateral or vertical dis
vertical rollers engaging respectively with placement
the inner and under sides of the overhang said beams.of said vehicle when running on
ing track beams, said horizontal rollers serv 6. In a pleasure railway system, the com
ing to prevent side play and said vertical bination of a vehicle having supporting
rollers serving to prevent said vehicle wheels wheels, horizontal guard rollers and vertical
from jumping of said track beams.
rollers for said vehicle, and rail beams
3. In a pleasure railway system, the com fe.
aving upper rail surface for the vehicle
bination of rail beams, a vehicle having sup supporting
wheels, and having side and un
porting wheels for engaging at the tops of
rail surface for said horizontal and ver
said rail beams, horizontal rollers journaled der
tical guard rollers respectively.
on said vehicle for engaging with the inner
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